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Following each slogan is the date on which that slogan was uploaded to the Internet source on which it was found. It is not possible to determine where each slogan is located, as the vast majority of these slogans were uploaded to the Internet without this information. Furthermore, China is undergoing a campaign to soften its slogans -- though not the brutality of its enforcement, which is communicated by these slogans.

“We would rather shed rivers of blood than have one extra child!”
When: 2007
“If you don’t abort immediately, we will crash your family like a tornado!”
When: 1998
Source: http://tieba.baidu.com/f?kz=1073988061

“Induce or abort, but not bear!”
When: 2007
“Pull down your house and take away your cows if you don’t abort as required!”
When: 2007
Source: http://u1df8845fd865.blog.hexun.com/7445620_d.html

“Get pregnant and bear child with certificates.”
When: 2003
Source: www.gmwq.com
“Take your valuables, cut your power supply, seal up your house and seize you if you don’t implement ligation or pay the fine as required!”
When: 2001
Source: http://news.sohu.com/20070821/n251698435.shtml

“Seize you if you don’t ligate as required.”
When: 2004
Source: http://news.sohu.com/20070821/n251698435.shtml